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Abstract— Cloud Computing is a highly emerging 

technology which host and deliver internet Services. The 

power of Cloud Computing is driven by many data centre 

installed in hundreds to thousands of servers. Due to the 

increase in clients for cloud services and increasing demand 

for computing resources, the size and complexity of today’s 

data centre are growing rapidly. This paper evaluates VM 

cost, DC cost, data center processing time on various 

approaches, comparative analysis of different service broker 

policies like Optimize Response Time and Reconfigure 

Dynamically Policies.  The simulated results provided in this 

paper are based on the Throttled and Equally Spread Load 

Balancing policies when applied on different service broker 

policies to estimate response time and data center processing 

time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently Cloud computing has evolved as great potential 

technology that is known as a provider of dynamic services 

using very large scalable and virtualized resources over the 

Internet. [1] It is the technology specially builds to manage 

such kind of data and provide it whenever needed. Most of 

the data storages are servers in themselves. They provide 

services, manipulate data, and share with the other servers. It 

will save time as well as reduce the need of costly hardware. 

[2] 

The whole Internet can be viewed as a cloud. A 

cloud provider constructs a computing system called cloud, 

which consists of several virtual machines interconnected, 

and makes profit by processing tasks from users on the 

computing system. Efficient allocation of tasks to virtual 

machines is an important and challenging issue in Cloud 

computing. Task scheduling algorithm is responsible for 

dispatching tasks submitted by users to cloud provider onto 

heterogeneous available resources. In cloud computing, there 

are many tasks requires to be executed by the available 

resources to achieve Minimal total time of completion, 

shortest response time, effective utilization of resources.[3] 

A. Vision 

The cloud computing aspires to achieve the aim of designing a 

highly  secure, user-friendly ,best performance computing 

system and The whole Internet can be viewed as a cloud.[3] 

The three basic characteristics of Cloud are resource 

scalability, pay per usage and self-service.[4]Making our 

business applications even more mobile and collaborative. To 

meet the growing demand for computations and large volume 

of data, the cloud computing environments provides high 

performance servers and high speed mass storage devices [5]. 

The primary aim of cloud computing is to provide efficient 

access to remote and geographically distributed resources [8]. 

Everyone on the globe to be interconnected and accessing 

programs and data at any site, from anywhere. 

B. Key Technologies Supporting Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is helping enterprises, governments, public, 

private institutions and research organizations to easily 

extend their resources or shrink it as and when needed. This 

is made possible by the collaboration of the key technologies 

like Distributed systems, Virtualization, Web 2.0, Service-

oriented Computing and Utility Computing. 

1) Distributed Systems 

The primary purpose of the distributed systems is to share 

resources and to utilize them better. This is true in the case of 

cloud computing, where resources like infrastructure, runtime 

environments and services are rented to users. 

Distributed systems often exhibit other properties 

such as heterogeneity, openness, scalability, transparency, 

concurrency, continuous availability and independent 

failures. Cloud also includes scalability, concurrency and 

continuous availability. The major milestones which led to 

Cloud computing is Mainframe computing, Cluster 

computing and Grid computing. Cloud computing is often 

considered the successor of grid computing. In reality, it 

involves all the major technologies. Computing clouds are 

deployed in large data centers hosted by a single organization 

that provides services to others. 

2) Web 2.0 

The Web is the primary interface through which cloud 

computing delivers its services. At present, Web 2.0 

comprises a set of technologies such as XML, AJAX, Web 

services etc., that facilitate interactive information sharing, 

collaboration, user-centered design and application 

composition. This platform strongly supports the Cloud 

services which needs Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) to be 

developed for the wider public access. 

3) Service-oriented Computing 

Service-orientation is the reference model for Cloud 

computing systems. It is the logical way of organizing 

software systems to provide end users or other entities 

distributed over the network with services through published 

and discoverable interfaces. It introduces two important 

fundamental concepts, Quality of Service (QoS) and 

Software as a Service (SaaS) for Cloud computing.[7] 

C. Task Scheduling in Cloud 

In cloud, many tasks have to be executed by the available 

resources to achieve distinct intensions. There is need for a 

scheduling algorithm that is used by task scheduler to 

outperform appropriate allocation map of task on resources 

[1]. Task scheduling algorithm is responsible for dispatching 

tasks submitted by users to cloud provider onto 

heterogeneous available resources. In cloud computing, there 

are many tasks requires to be executed by the available 
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resources to achieve Minimal total time of completion, 

shortest response time, effective utilization of resources. In 

Cloud Scenario, Cloud users submit their tasks to cloud 

scheduler. The cloud scheduler queries the Cloud information 

service for the availability of resources, and then schedules 

the tasks on the resources that match task’s requirements. 

After the execution of tasks, the results are sent back to users 

[3]. The most important entity in cloud computing is the 

broker who act as an interface between users and cloud 

service provider for mediating their interactions. The broker’s 

responsibility includes maintaining a list of virtual machines 

(VMs) and the corresponding QoS. User sends the request to 

the cloud broker and cloud broker further forwards the 

request to the VM server. After selecting the proper VM that 

meet the user’s requirement and Service level agreement 

(SLA), broker binds the task to that particular VM[14]. 

 
Fig. 1: Task scheduling in cloud [14] 

D. Types of Task 

In the cloud there are different types of tasks for example 

dependent or independent tasks, periodic or permanent tasks, 

preemptive or non-preemptive tasks and so on. The decision 

of a type of scheduling is related, implicitly or explicitly, to 

the nature of priority of the task. The tasks priority can be 

defined with different parameters in different level on 

different time. For example, it can be based on simple criteria 

or the combination of them. Following are some ones who are 

used in some papers. 

 The Task execution cost: the costs that need the task to 

be executed in the specific virtual machine. 

 The task age: the time that waited the task to be executed 

and this age begin when the task is entered to the cloud 

and finished in the execution of the task in the VM. 

 The task size: the length or the number of MIPS that 

needs this task to be executed in a specific VM. 

 The task deadline: the time that the task considered 

failed. After the definition of the priority of the tasks, we 

have to assign them to the appropriate resources. Thus, 

this chooses can be based on the load of VM (maximum 

load or minimum load), the execution time (minimum 

execution time, maximum execution time), the capability 

of VM(number of MIPS) and so on.[16] 

E. CloudSim Simulators 

Analysing the performance, policies in real cloud is difficult 

to achieve because of its altering nature, so in such a situation, 

we can opt for CloudSim. It is a famous tool that is actually a 

toolkit for simulation of cloud scenarios. CloudSim actually 

enables the users to have a proper insight into cloud scenarios 

without worrying about the low level implementation details 

[9]. 

CloudSim can help to overcome the Cloud 

computing challenges by providing many features likes: 

 Support for modeling and simulation of large scale Cloud 

computing environments (including datacenters). 

 Support for simulation of network connections among 

the simulated system components. 

 A self-contained platform for modeling Clouds, service 

brokers, provisioning, and allocation policies. 

 Supporting for simulation of federated Cloud 

environment. 

 Support for creating and management of multiple, 

independent, and co-hosted virtualized services on a 

datacenter node. 

 In addition, support to switch between space-shared and 

time-shared allocation of processing cores to virtualized 

services.[10] 

 Cloud Computing Vendors 

1) Microsoft Azure[11] 

2) Amazon EC2[11] 

3) Google App Engine[11] 

4) Aneka[11] 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The research work performed in this field by different 

researchers is presented as follows: 

Prerit Chawda et al [1] In cloud computing, one of 

the major task is to execute large number of tasks with given 

available resources to achieve high performance, minimal 

total time for completion, Minimum response time, effective 

utilization of resources etc. Keeping all these perspective, the 

authors are need to design, develop and propose a scheduling 

algorithm to develop an allocation map to represent the set of 

tasks on appropriate resources. Though traditional Min-Min 

algorithm is a simple, yet efficient algorithm that provides a 

better scheduling to minimize the total time for completion of 

tasks compared to the other algorithms. However the 

drawback of this algorithm is the load imbalanced, which is 

one of the major issue for cloud provider. In this paper, the 

authors are introduce an improved load balancing algorithm 

keeping Min-Min algorithm as base in order to reduce the 

makespan and increase the resource utilization (ILBMM). 

The proposed method has two different phases, in the first 

phase traditional min-min algorithm is executed and in 

second phase it selects the task with maximum completion 

time and assigns it to appropriate resource to produce better 

makespan and utilize resource effectively. 

Ashutosh Ingoleet al [2] Large scale data processing 

is increasingly common in Cloud Computing systems. In 

these systems, files are split into many small blocks and all 

blocks are replicated over several servers. To process files 

efficiently, each job is divided into many tasks and each task 

is allocated to a server to deal with a file block because 

network bandwidth is a scarce resource. In Cloud Computing, 

traditional way for task scheduling cannot measure the cost 

of cloud resources accurately by reason that each of the tasks 

on cloud systems is totally different between each other. 

There may be no relationship between the overhead 

application base and the way that different tasks cause 

overhead costs of resources in cloud systems. The traditional 

way for task scheduling cannot meet the cloud market well 

enough. An optimized algorithm for task scheduling based on 

ABC (Activity Based Costing) in Cloud Computing reduces 

the total time required to schedule the task. 

K.Bhuvaneswariet al [3] In this paper, the authors 

improved load balanced algorithm is introduced on the 
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ground of Min-Min in order to increase utilization of 

resources. Cloud providers offers resources to users on pay-

per use base. In order to satisfy the needs of different users, 

they may offer different levels of services. The cost depends 

on the level of service selected by the user. User priority was 

considered in the proposed Priority based load balanced 

algorithm, so that user could be more satisfied. This helps to 

achieve improvement on both resource utilization ratio and 

user satisfaction. 

Dr. Amit Agarwal et al [9]In this research paper, the 

authors represented a Generalized Priority algorithm for 

efficient execution of task and comparison with FCFS and 

Round Robin Scheduling. Algorithm should be tested in 

cloudSim toolkit and result shows that it gives better 

performance compared to other traditional scheduling 

algorithm. 

Pooja Anand et al [13] In this paper introduces a 

more efficient algorithm for task scheduling based on Priority 

Based Scheduling in cloud computing and the 

implementation of it... Profit Based Task scheduling 

algorithm only takes the initial research on task scheduling in 

Cloud platform. However many issues remain open. Further 

improvement should be done to handle more complicated 

scenario involving dynamic factors such as dynamically 

changing cloud environment and other QoS attributes. The 

improvement of this algorithm should concentrate on 

discussing simultaneous instead of independent task 

scheduling in Cloud environment. 

Jing Liu et al [16] In this paper the researchers 

present a solving method based on multi-objective genetic 

algorithm (MO-GA) is designed and the research is focused 

on encoding rules, crossover operators, selection operators 

and the method of sorting Pareto solutions. Based on open 

source cloud computing simulation platform CloudSim, 

compared to existing scheduling algorithms, the results show 

that the proposed algorithm can obtain a better solution, and 

it provides a balance for the performance of multiple objects. 

Abhikriti Narwal et al [17] This paper proposes a 

multi-objective task scheduling algorithm that considers wide 

variety of attributes in cloud environment and uses non-

dominate sorting for prioritizing the tasks. The proposed 

algorithm considers three parameters i.e. Total processing 

cost, total processing time and average waiting time. The 

paper aims to improve the performance and compare the 

performance with FCFS, SJF and previously implemented 

multi-objective task scheduling algorithm. 

M.Rathna Devi et al [18]The An approach for 

categorizing the tasks as Hard Real-Time Tasks (critical tasks 

that need to be completed on time with high rates of 

confidentiality) and Soft Real-Time Tasks (tasks that can be 

completed with certain delay and still can be efficient in its 

own way) before they are scheduled is applied. From the 

results observed the efficient processor for a particular 

combination of the tasks is determined thus producing 

customized results for each of the tasks. Efficient task 

scheduling is of high criticality for obtaining high 

performance in heterogeneous multiprocessor systems. Since 

task scheduling is a NP-hard problem, The Genetic 

Algorithm, an Evolutionary Algorithm which make use of 

techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such as 

inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover that is capable 

of producing optimal solutions. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Problem Formulation 

Important part of cloud computing is task scheduling. Task 

scheduling is a mapping technique from user’s tasks to the 

appropriate selection of resources and its execution. By using 

the technology of virtualization, all physical devices are 

virtualized and translucent for users. All users have their own 

virtual device, these devices do not connect with each other 

and they are created based on users' requirements. Moreover, 

one or more virtual machines can run on a single host 

computer so that the usage rate of resources has been 

effectively improved. Because of these new features, grid 

computing, the original task scheduling procedure can’t work 

effectively in cloud computing environments. Task 

scheduling and planning of resources are main problem parts 

in both Grid as well as in cloud computing. Concern to related 

work study, we summarized that the existing scheduling 

strategies in clouds are based on the techniques developed in 

related areas like distributed systems and Grids. Scheduling 

in these parts is basically tailored toward ensuring single 

application Service Level Agreement (SLA) objectives. 

Task scheduling depend on Multi-Objective Genetic 

algorithm in cloud computing environment has come up as a 

promising solution strategy for all these stated concerns of 

Cloud computing. 

B. Proposed Work 

In this work, virtualization strategies are used for resource 

sharing to reduce hardware and operating costs. Load 

Balancing Techniques are used to equally divide the load on 

all the VM’s. In Throttled load balancer. Each VM is 

allocated only one task at a time and can be allocated another 

task only when the current task has completed. The Throttled 

VM Load Balancer does not implement any task queuing 

functionality, but returns a valid VM id only if available.  The 

Throttled Vm Load Balancer implements CloudSim Event 

Listener to get notified of the VM's being allocated and freed 

up by the Data center Controller. Active VM Load Balancer 

load balances the tasks among available VM's in a way to 

even out the number of active tasks at any given time on each 

VM. Find the VM with least number of allocations. If all 

available VM’s are not allocated, allocated the new ones. 

1) Fitness Function & Objective 

A fitness function is used to measure the quality of the 

individuals in the population according to the given 

optimization objective. The fitness function can be different 

for different cases. In some cases the fitness function can be 

based on deadline, while in cases it can be based on budget 

constraints. In the proposed work there are two objectives: 

 Objective 1: Makespan (Total time to complete the    

schedule) 

 Objective 2: Cost (Total cost of the schedule to complete 

jobs on resources according to makespan) 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

“CloudSIM” simulator is used for simulation of the proposed 

model and comparing its performance with the preceding two 

approaches. For all the results, VM stands for Virtual 

machine, DC for Data Center, EQ for Equally Spread, Th for 

Throttled, PT for Processing Time. The results are as under: 
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A. Optimize Response Time Policy 

Compare VM cost, DC cost, Response Time, DC Processing 

Time of Throttled and Equally shared approaches using 

Optimize response Time Data center policy. Table 1 shows 

that comparison values as below: 

DC 
VM 

Cost 

(Th) 

VM 

Cost 

(ES) 

DC 

Cost 

(Th) 

DC 

Cost 

(ES) 

RT 

(Avg) 

DCPT 

(Avg) 

DC1 2.007 2.007 4.072 4.072 
254.04 

(Eq) 

0.45 

(Eq) 

DC2 0.803 0.803 0.366 0.367 
254.01 

(Th) 

0.45 

(Th) 

Table 1: Optimize Response Time 

B. Response Time using Optimize Response Time Data   

Center Policy 

Response time is the total amount of time it takes to respond 

to a request for service. 

 Response Time =Service Time + Wait Time. Here, 

Service Time = The time it takes to do the work you 

requested. 

 Wait Time = How long the request had to wait in 

a queue before being serviced. 

 
Fig. 2: Response Time Using Optimise Response Time 

C. Reconfigure Dynamically 

Compare VM cost, DC cost, Response Time, DC Processing 

Time of Throttled and Equally shared approaches using 

Reconfigure Dynamically Data center policy. Table 2 shows 

that comparison values as below: 

DC 
VM 

Cost 

(Th) 

VM 

Cost 

(ES) 

DC 

Cost 

(Th) 

DC 

Cost 

(ES) 

RT 

(Avg) 

DC 

PT 

(Avg) 

DC1 12.667 12.667 4.078 4.078 
266.88 

(Eq) 

13.74 

(Eq) 

DC2 3.558 3.558 0.365 0.365 
266.86 

(Th) 

13.73 

(Th) 

Table 2: Reconfigure Dynamically 

D. Data Center Processing Time 

It is the Time to complete all the tasks execution on Data 

Center. 

Data Center Processing Time (MS) = Time taken by 

the DC to Complete all the Tasks. If DC Processing Time as 

much as Greater that approach is worst approach. Here we 

make graph by using two approaches throttled and equally 

shared. In case of Throttled DC processing time is 13.73 MS 

and in the case of equally shared it is 13.74.  Figure 2 shows 

the graph of two approaches as below. It shows equally 

shared takes more time to complete the tasks. 

 
Fig. 3: Data Center Processing Time in two approaches 

Throttled & Equally Spread. 

E. Response Time using Reconfigure Dynamically Data 

Center Policy 

Response time is the total amount of time it takes to respond 

to a request for service. 

 
Fig. 4: Response Time using Dynamic Configure Data 

Center Policy. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

After the analysis of all the cases of simulation, it has been 

analyzed that total cost i.e. cost of virtual machines and data 

transfer cost is almost same but overall response time and 

data center processing time varies. Out of all these Policies 

Throttled approach gives best DC processing time results in 

Reconfigure Dynamically service broker policy. And Equally 

Spread gives worst results in the same case. 

Existing work will be extended by various VM 

migration Policies in order to achieve Load Balancing during 

task Mapping. 
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